
Ocean Optimism
- We already know how to halt biodiversity decline in our seas

- We already know how to reverse biodiversity decline in our seas

- We already know how to give a helping hand to restore lost biodiversity in our seas

- We already know how to do these things in a way that also directly tackles climate change.

Tackling the biodiversity crisis boils down:

1- The proper protection of the marine biodiversity we have left 

2- The restoration of marine biodiversity we’ve lost or losing 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to start with a message of hope and Ocean Optimism. WE ALREADY KNOW how to halt biodiversity decline in our seasWE ALREADY KNOW how to reverse biodiversity decline in our seasAnd if Mother Nature can’t manage on her own, WE ALREADY KNOW how to give a helping hand to restore lost biodiversity in our seas   ‘And if all that wasn’t encouraging enough:WE ALREADY KNOW how to do these things in a way that also directly tackles climate change. For me tackling the biodiversity crisis really boils down to:1- The proper protection of the marine biodiversity we have left – we have to stop the ongoing assault on Ireland’s wildlife2- The restoration of marine biodiversity we’ve already lost – it’s no longer good enough to hold the line, we need to push the boulder back up the hill and recover and restore our wild habitats, ecosystems and species.Then the obvious question is, why is biodiversity still declining in Ireland and globally? There are many reasons, but what I will say is that like everything else it often comes back to money.  Lack of financial resourcing is a huge barrier to successful conservation outcomes. With financial resourcing comes jobs, accountability, delivery and paths the way for success. 



Highly ambitious financial commitment from the Government to fund 
biodiversity protection and restoration

- One billion for biodiversity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So my suggestion to the Assembly is that your very first recommendation to Government should be ‘to properly fund biodiversity protection and restoration to the tune of one billion euros’ – that sounds like a lot and it is. It is one percent of the State’s total spending for 2023. The recent budget estimated there will be a 6.17 billion surplus in 2023. So my argument is we use some of that to properly fund biodiversity protection and restoration – in a way that doesn’t impede on the delivery of all the vital services the State now provides.  The next question is what to spend it on. Comes back to the two pillars of protection and restoration. 



Designate an ecologically coherent network of Marine Protected Areas (MPAS)
- Conservation management measures
- Monitoring
- Enforcement
- Stakeholder engagement throughout

Highly ambitious financial commitment from the Government to fund 
biodiversity protection and restoration

- One billion for biodiversity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In terms of Protection The priority must be to designate an ecologically coherent network of Marine Protected Areas (MPAS for short).  If done right MPAs can stem biodiversity loss, and address the host of different drivers of biodiversity loss in our seas. Actually, the Government have committed to expanding MPAs in Ireland, from 2.1% today, to 30% coverage by 2030.  But fundamental to the success of any current or new MPAs is effective management– which is expensive – including everything from: Conservation management measures, Monitoring, Enforcement, Stakeholder engagement throughout  To think about it another way, MPAs without effective management is a form of environmental dereliction, the same way we have a housing crisis in Ireland but with thousands of abandoned houses and homes up and down the country. We currently have hundreds of marine protected areas in our seas, but they are not benefiting nature to the extent they could be.  This is why resourcing the MPA network is so important – because all the elements of designation and management are fundamental to the delivery of positive biodiversity outcomes.



Designate an ecologically coherent network of Marine Protected Areas (MPAS)
- Conservation management measures
- Monitoring
- Enforcement
- Stakeholder engagement throughout

Highly ambitious financial commitment from the Government to fund 
biodiversity protection and restoration

- One billion for biodiversity

Active restoration of species, habitats and ecosystems
- Replant lost seagrass meadows, re-seed our oyster reefs
- Saltmarsh, sharks, kelp….

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In terms of the second pillar -  restorationThis is the boots on the ground stuff, giving nature a helping hand to bring back the species, habitats and ecosystems that we have already lost. We have a job of work to restore our seagrass meadows, oyster reefs, our saltmarsh, our shark populations…the list is long. Considering Irelands seas are 7 times the size of our land mass, much of Irelands biodiversity occurs, and has been lost in our seas - we need to act with ambition and urgency. 



Take home messages:

- Let’s properly fund the protection and restoration of our seas and nature

- Let’s do it together, ‘Whole of Government, Whole of Society’

- Let’s think about efficacy and efficiency of what we do

- Let’s make a special effort to include young people

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So my take home message:Let’s properly fund the protection and restoration of our seas and natureLet’s do it together, whole of Government, Whole of Society approachLet’s at every stage think about efficacy and efficiency of what we do (because we are running out of time) And lastly, let’s include young people - given our legacy of environmental dereliction and neglect – society owes it to them to act on and in their interests.   The clock is ticking on this, but I truly believe, it is not too late to bring about the transformative change and emergency response the biodiversity crisis requires.  Thank you!
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